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ADAPTIVE CONTROL BY },ÍEANS

0F PULSE-FREqIJENCY ¡,íODUL^TroN

A simple adaptive control systcm tvas sought rvhich t¡oulcl be

suitable for a plant with trvo or nrore variable paraneters wllich tr'ere

inaccessibLe. Several possibilitics were investigated including a

systenr suggested by Ì'{urphy and lVest which made use of pulse-frequency

r,rodulation. The ì\íurphy an<l ltlest system seemed the most promising of the

possibilities, but it proved to be quite difficult to design such a

system.

A simpler systen vras suggested in which reasonable predictions

could be made concerning the response by means of a quasi-describing

fu¡rction devised by Pavlidis and Jury, A system was designed for a

plant with the transfer function 6.¿-J-!;;-¡ .Þ[s + (l)lJ
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1.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. TI.IE PROBLEIU

The purpose of this work was to fi¡rd a method of control for a

plant with one or more paraneters rvhich vary over a wicie.range. A system

which provides adequate control in spite of large parane-Ler variations is

usually designated as an "adaptive systemr?.

A control. scheme was sought in which (unlike many aoapt,ive

systems) no access to the plant paÌaneters would be requirecl.

II. ADAPTIVE SYSTEXÍS DEFINED

In the conventÍonal design of a feedback control syst,em the

engineer determines the dynamics of the system to be contro1lecl, anci

then designs compensation which causes the system to responcl in the

desired manner to certain deterninistic inputs. such a procedure is

quite straight forward for linear time-invariant systems. One could

visualize that the design procedure outlined above, inclucling the

compensation, might possibly be carried out by some sort of machine.l

Then all one would have to do would be to connect a systen to the machine,

and a satisfactory control would result. Thus the engineer rvould become

obsolete. Nor*, if the machine were permitted to repeat the riesign

procedure at, a rate which is rapid compared to the rate of systeÍr

parameter variations, a method of control would be obtained rvhich would.

1. R.E. Kalman, rrDesign of a self-Optimizing control system,'r AStfE
Transactions, vol. B0 pp. 468-428, 1gSB,



2.

be satisfactory for linear tine-varying systems. Thus, if the nachine

described above could be realized, an adaptive systen would result. It

was not necessarily the purpose of this rvork to construct such a nachine,

but it is mentionecl in order to give an intuitive idea of just. rvhat adaptive

control is.

Just how complicated a system has to be in order to qualify as

an adaptive system has been a matter of considerable controv"rsy.2

Truxal has taken the point of view that an adaptive system is any systenl

designed from the adaptive poirrt of view.3 thi, definition, althougÌr

trite sounding seems preferable to any of the many definitions given,

It{ost other definitions are quite lengthy (see l{hitakerrs definition for
/l

example-); and generally the reason for this length is the authorsr

attempts to exclude the ordinary feedback system from the class of

adaptive systems, One of the most well known advantages of feedback

systens, however, is that the effect of parameter variations is reduced

to a certain extent" So, if the feedback is included in orcler to

ninimize the effect of paraneter variations, thele is no reason vrhy it

could not be caLled adaptive control. using Truxal's definition, one

could think of the addition of a feedback loop as being the crudest forrn

of adaptation.

2" F.P. Caruthers and H. Levenstein, "Adaptive Control Systems,"
pp. 279-290, Pergamon Press, Oxford, Ir.ngland, 196S.

3. J"G" Truxal, t'Trends in Adaptive Control Systens," Proceedings of the
National Electronics Conference, vol. 15, pp. 1-16, 1g5g"

4. H.P. lvhitaker, 'rDesign capabiLities of Model Reference Adaptive
syst,ems rrt Proceedings of the National Electronics conference,
vo1. 18, pp. 24I-249, L962"



III. TTIE MECHANICS OF ADAPTIVE SYSTET'IS

As mentioned above, an adaptivc system consists of tirrce

processes which are exactly those carriecl out by thc engineer in

conventional system design:

1. The dynamics of the systen are identifieci.

2. The response is compareri to the desired response by means

of some perforrnance index, and a clecision is r¡aCe as to

whether n¡odification is requirecl or not.

3. The required modification is carried out.

Gibson identifies the above as the three functio¡rs of adaptirre

control - namely identification, decision and moclification.5 A ferv

remarks will be made concerning each of these functions"

Identification

ïris is one of the nain problens in adaptive control. Increasing

the spee<l of identification is an extrenlely important ficld or" rcseûrch,

siuce, if tire system characteristics carlnot l¡e iden-uified in a time rvhich

is short cornpared to the rate of parameter variations, no useful aclaptation

can be carried out. Because previous knorvledge of the form of the

system al1ows a speedier identification, the adaptation problen is greatly

simplified if one has sone previous knorvledge of system dyna::iics.

Methods of system identification fa11 into two rather obvious

divisions: those that require an external identification signal and those

5. J.E. Gibson, ttNonlinear Automatic Controlr" p. 500, The NicGral,¡-
Flill Book Co. fnc., New York, 1963"
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wirich ,1o not.6 If tirere is no exiernal signal, the icientification is

carried out by means of a perioclic sarnpling of the input an<l outÞut

signals. In gencral this nlethod requires morc sophisticated equiÐnent

and takes longer than the other Incthod, but it cloes havc the aclvantage

that a nore conìplete identification can be ¡nade.7 Thus, if an identj.-

fication signal is tolerable ancl the anount of infonnatioÌì rccluired is

not too great, the use of an external signal is dictated. i'hc lnost
o

conmonly used identification signals are rvhite noise" and high frequency

. .. 9
s].nusor-(1s.

It is interesting to note tlìat the hunan being - an extreinely

adaptable system - often makes use of small perturbations for the purl:ose

of identification. Wiener gives tìre example of an autonobilc bcing iriven

clown an icy roa.l.10 By means of small rnovements of the steering ivheel

and light applications of the brakes, the driver is able to juclge the

response of the vehicle to his comrnancls, arrC thus choose a safe cìriving

speed"

R.A. Had<lad and L. Braun Jr., "Autonatic N{ethocls of Process
Identification," pp. 293-322 in "Adaptive Control Systens," e<lited
by E. i',{ishlcin and L" Braun Jr., The tr'lcGrarv-lli11 Book Co. Inc., Neiu

York,1961"

R.A. i{addad and L. Braun Jr., 0p. cit"

J.G. Truxal, "Control Systenr Synthesisr" pp. 435-43g, The l'{cGrar,¡-lli11
Book Co" Inc., Nevr York, 1955,

6"

B.

9. H.V. Gururaja and B.L. Deeksiratulu,'rProcess
Adaptàtion by iligh Frequency Sinusoidal Test
vol" 4, no" 6, pp. 567-584, Dec. 1966.

10. N. Itriener, 'rCyberneticsr" second edition, p"
Cambridge, Mass", 1961.

Identification anci
Signal," Int. J. Controi,

113, The ¡{.I.T. Press,
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Decision

Before a decision can be made to modify the systern, there must

be some index of systen performance which is to be rnaximized or mininized.

Comnonly used performance indices fal1 into three broad 
"1orr"r,1l

1. those which are only useful for second order systems, for

example the impulse response area ratio (IRAR),

2. those which are not very selective but are mathematically

convenient, for example the integrated squared error (ISE),

3. those which are highly selective but mathematically inconven-

ient, for example the integrated tinre-multiplied absolute

value of error (iTAE).

All of the above indices have one thing in conmon: they take

no account of the control. effort required. An in<lex which includes

derivatives of the error necessarily puts a penaLty on large control

efforts" Thus a nore realistic perforrnance index might be:

in which e is the deviation between tlìe actual and the desired output, T

is a constant and the system is assuned to have started at t equal to zero.

Gibson shows that the minimization of the above Þerfomance index is

LI, C.ltl" Sarture and J.A. Aseltine, "Perfoxrna:rce Criteria in Adaptive
Control,tt pp. 1-10 in Caruthers and Levenstein, 0p, cit"

I r 
^2 l¿"12.lr=ll"'+rtæJ ld. I

tf
J L 'I
0
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identical to minimizing the deviation (in a mean square sense) between

the system output and the output of a model witll the transfer function
LL2

1aa- Naturally, if I contains higher order derivatives, a higher

order ¡nodel is obtained.

This suggests the tvel1 known nodel - reference adaptive control

system. ïn this nlethod an analog model is subjected to the same input as

the systen and the difference betrueen the two outputs is found. The

error signal thus obtained must then be minimized in some manner. The

model-reference method is tiren seen to have the advantage that all the

desired characteristics of the system can be built into an analog moCe1.

This night be difficult if a mathenatical perforrnance index were used.

In addition it is generally a far simpler matter to construct an analog

nodel than it is to calculate nost performance indices.

tr'lodifi cati on

Tlie problem has nol been reduced to the following, A plant

with an input m and an output x is given. The dynamics of the plant

have been identified and a decision has been made that the output x

has deviated from the optimum. It is apparent that there are trvo ways

x can be changed. Either m, must be modified (control signal synthesis)

or else the parameters of the plant ¡nust be changecl (parameter acijustm"nt) .13

If x could be nrodified satisfactoriLy, then the adaptive process is complete"

L2,

13.

J.E. Gibson,

J.E. Gibson,

304-315

536-541,

pp"

pp.

0p.

0p"

cit",

cit.,
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Ci-IAPTER II

PRELII{INARY CONSTDERATIONS IN THE CI-IOICE OF A SYSTEM

Trvo Possible Solutions

Since the plant parameters have been assuned to be inaccessible,

the modification function must be carried out by means of control signal

synthesis. Figures 1 and 2 show two rather general schemes which could

provide an a<lequate solution to the problem. Both systems are of the

model-reference type, as it was decided to make use of a reference modeL

because of the advantages mentioned in Chapter I.

In Figure 1 the adaptive controller causes one or more of the

controller parameters to be changed in such a manner that e is always

moved tolards its mininu¡it. It is apparent that the mechanization of

the process is not necessarily simple, but if the plant is linear and of

a known forrn, the controller might be nothing ¡nore complicated than a

simple linear compensator with adjustable paraneters.

In Figure 2, the adaptive controller (a digital computer)

synthesizes the plant input, necessary to produce the desired output.

If the plant is linear, the desired input signal can be synthesized if

the impulse response of the plant is known. The impulse response can be

obtained by the well known technique of injecting a white noise signal

into the plant. Then the value of the impulse response at time t, g(t),

can be obtained by calculating the cross correlation function between

the white noise input delayed by a time t anci the plant output.

1. R"A. i{addad and L. Braun Jr., 0p. cit.
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Neitirer of the above systems presents an ideal solution.

The system in Figure 1 does not make an identification directly, but

the rate of plant parameter variations rvhich can be handled will depend

upon the means of varying the controller paranteters. If servos are use<l,

the rate of variation could be relatively s1ow. In adclition, great care

must be taken in the design to ensure that tl're system settles on an

absolute mininrum of e and not a relative ninimum. Also, solution of

t.he stability problem nay be by no means sirnple.

The main disadvantage of the systern in Figure 2 is that a

reasonably coinplex digital cornputer is requirecl. As long as the systen

is linear and the rate of plant variations is slow compared to the time

required for identification, the syst,e¡n rvi11 operate satisfactorily"

The above trvo systems certainly are not the only possible

solutions to the problem, but they are representative in that they

bring out the problem of most comrnonly used aclaptive schenes - that is
either the system is complex and expensive (Figure 2), or else it is

sirnpler but has stability problems or other undesirable characteristics

(Figure 1).

A system was sought which would be relatively simple to

implement so that it could be simulated on an analog computer. Flopefully

the analysis of the systen¡ would not be difficult so that an accurare

prediction could be ntade concerning stability. It seems 1ikely that the

response of such a systetn would be somewhat inferior to that of a systerû

which makes use of a high speed digital computer"
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FÏGURE 3
THE iilÀPTIVn SCHiiI,llX ÐtrSfGNIll BY }/ÏUTìPHY ÀND WIIST
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The i\{urphy and lrtest. System

One interesti.ng possibility is the methocl proposecl by

Irfurphy and lr/est.2 This system makes use of pulse-frequency moclulation

as an additive signal to improve the system response. The systen is
shown in Figure 3.

Basically a pulse-frequency modulator is a clevice rvhicjr emits

a pulse rtrhenever the absolut,e value of some function, f, of its input

exceeds a given threshold 1eve1. After the emission of a pulse f is
reset to zero and the process repeats itself. The pulses enitted

are all of identical amplitude ancl rvidth, but it, can be seen that,

if the input to the modulat,or is increased, tire pulses will occur

relatively more often if f is a rnonotonicaLly increasing function.
The philosophy underlying the Llurphy ancl l{est systen is

that linear compensat,ors are designed to give the best possible

response over the anticipated range of parameter variations. Trese

conpensators (which of course can be made very reliable) provid.e the

primary control. Then an error signalrwhich is the difference

between the plant output ancl that of an analog modelris used as the

lnput to a pulse-frequency moduLator. The output of tire modulator

is added to the plant input and is intended to act as a rrsuÞervisory

control" "

In chapter ITI the analysis of pulse-frequency nodulated

syst,ems will be discussed.

G-.J. lvfurphy and R.L. lrlest, ,,The use of pulse-Frequency lrloclulation
for_Adaptive control,' proceedings of the National Electronics
Conference, vol. 18, pp. ZTI-ZZï, 1962,

)
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CFIAPTER II I

ANALYSÏS OF PULSE-FREQUENCY MODULATED SYSTEI.ÍS

Pt¡Ise-freqLlency modulated systens are of considerable interest

because of the fact that the signal carried by the hu',ran ncrve is a

pulse-frequerlcy modulated or,". 1 It was this resemb i.ance r,¡hich suggested

the use of pulse-frecluency modulator to ì.lurphy and l'rtest,.

The only readily available work on the analysis of pulse-frequency

moclulateci systems such as,,in Figure 4 is that, of Pavlidis and Jury.2'fhi,

chapter will surnmarize their resuLts which are appl.icable to this work.

State Equations for a Pulse-Frequency l,lodulator

It is a connnon practice to assrme thaË the pulses emitted can

be representecl by impulses of appropria¡s strength. There ivi1l certainly

be little error in this approximation if the time const,ants of the system

follorving the modutat,or are long conparecl to the duration of the pulses.

The simplest form of moclulator is the integral pulse-frequency

modulat,or (IPFNÍ) whicl-r enits a pulse whenever the absolute value of the

integral, p, of its input reaches a threshold 1evel, r, and then resets

tire integral to zeto. Then if x represents the input to the modulator,

and y the output, the state equations can be writ,ten:

vu | , \ I - . | |

ãã= x -[_rsgn(n)Jo(lpl - r)

1" Dean E. l{ooldridge, "The l',lachinery of the Brain," pp. 1-5, The lr{cGrarv-
Hill Book Co" Inc., New York, 1963.

2" T. Pavlidis and E.I. Jury, 'tAnalysis of a New Class of Pulse-Frequency
N{ociulated Feedirack SysteÌns," IEEE Trans, Autonatic Control, vo1. PGAC-
10, no. 1, pp. 35-43, Jan. 1965;



= [r,tsgn (n)] o (lpl - r)

in rvhich ô (t) denotes a unit inpulse occuring at t equal

Itf is the magnitucle of the pulse enrittecl. Tlrus Equation 2

resetting of p to zero after the ernission of a puIse, and

represents the emission of the pulse (See Figure 5).

13.

a¿

to zero, ancl

reDrescnts the

¡Jrlu4ç¿v¡¡ J

r) 4.

A generalization of the above is t,o acìd a term t,o the left sicle

of Equation 2. (liote that p is no longer thc integral of x, Lrut the i¡1çg¡¿l
of the difference berween x and C(p)).

åÊ + e(p) = x - [rsgn in)]o (lpl

y = [r.tsen (n)]o (lpl - r)

If g(p) is a nondecreasing, continnous, odd function of p, tiren the

modulator aescribed by Equations 4 and 5 is designateoby Pavliciis and

Jury as a sigma pulse-frequency nodulator (IPFI,{). If g(p) is linear

(that is equal to cp), the modulator has been calIed a neural pulse-

frequettcy modulator (NPFM) because it has been used in the construction

of models for neural nets .3

If x is a constant,xn, then the time between the emission of

pulses (firing tiure) is easily obtained:

f

I
+_luol

^aU

3. T. Pavlidis and E" I" Jury, 0p. cit.
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I¡Á rvhich to represents the firing time. Equation 6 can obviously have

solution (That is no firing can occur.) if l*ol is less than g(r).

Feedback Systenls Containing a Pulse-Frequency j\{odulator

A pulse-frequency nodulator can be usecl in a feeclback systenr

as sholn in Figure 4. The system is no more complex if the gain, K, of the

portion following tho modulat,or is a menoryless, odd nonlinearity since the

¡lulses are of constant amplitude. Since the plant input is approximatecl by

impulses, it is possible to find the exacr response for a given ptant and

deterninistic input. lloweverrit woulci be difficult to obta.in gcneral

results. It is ilossible, though, to cete:r,line the existence of an

equilibrium position and the frequency and magnitude of any sustailred

oscillations which rnight exist.

A Theoreln on the Existence of an uilibriri¡r Position

in which

follorving

Equilibriun, as defined by Pavlidis and Jury, is the conciition

no firing occurs, and $ u"a $f ur" borh equal to zero. The

theorem can be proved in a straightforward manner:4

A signa prilse-frequency modulator unity feecìback system

lvith a linear plant (as in Figure 4) has an equilibrium

position (as defined above) for all inputs and any initial
condition if and only if the 1init as s. approaches zero

of sF(s) exists, is different, from zero, ancl satisfies

the inequality,

A T. PavLidis and E.I. Jury, 0p" cir.
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2eG) lim sF(s)
s+o

in which F(s) is the transfer function of

It is immediately apparent that

pulse-frequency nodulat,or cannot reach an

cannot be satisfied.

Sustained 0scillations in PuLse-Frequency l'fodulatcd Systems

If the tireorem above cannot be satisfied, then the system in

Figure $ rvould be expected to undergo sustaincd oscillations. Such

systerns do not exhibit a true liniit cycIe. Since the number of pulses

required per half period for periodic oscillations is unlikely to be an

integer, tlÌe system rvil1 move in a range of various numbers of pulses

per half cycle. Thus the resultant oscillations will be randon in nature

betleen an inner and outer boundary. Such oscillations are knoir'n as a

"limit annulus". Normally it is sufficient to l<now the inncr ancl outer

bounciaries of the oscillations.

The Quasi-Describing Function

It would be an extremely difficult matter to obtain a normal

describing function for a pulse-frequency modulator because of the

difficulty in writing an expression describing the response of the

nociulator to a sinusoicial input. If, holvever, the input to the modulator

is a square wave, this difficulty vanishes. Then if the funCanenLal of

the input ancl output are compared, one obtains a "quasi-clescribing

function¡t describing the modulator.

If the input to the nodulator is a square rúave of anrplitude,

So,and angular frequency, r,r, then the quasi-describing function, Q(So,o,r),

i\lN 1

the linear plant.

a systen containi.ng an integral

equilibriu¡r;l since the inequality
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a signa pulse-frequency modulator rvith firi:ng time, to, (as defined

Equation 6) is found to be:S

Q (So, ur, t )

The parameter, r, represents the final portion ojl the half period during

r^¿hich p has built up to sone value less than r, and thus 0rr can tal<e on

any value betleen ze'ro and ) The næcimu:il oscillation will occur when

r is equal to zero since tirls con¿ition allols the ma:<inun nurnber of

pulses to occur in the half-perioC. Obvior-rs1y Equation B is valici only

if ot is less than n since no firing rvil1 occur oihenvise.

Annlication of the Ouasi-Describinq Function

The existence of oscillations is deternìined in tlie nonnal

nl¿il"iner from the intersection of the negative inverse of the quasi-
1

clescribing function, - å, and the Nyquist plot of the linear p1ant.
Y

Pavlidis anC Jury ¡nake use of norinalized variables to plot the quasi-

describing function, but in this work it was found to be more convenient

to plot curves of - å fo¡Various values of S^ r,¡ith o as a ruttning parameter.ao
TÌren tire lrlyquist ploi for the linear plant could be plotted and the

magnitude of the oscillations, So, could be obtained fron the curve of

- å on which o coincicied rvith the value of o on the ltlyquist plot'.
Y

T, Pavliriis and E.I. Jury, 0p. cit.

ñlo I + cos(c¡t)
- /c --;-- .-"o sin lot6 |t--Tl\-/

r-i(l)t IolexD l--ì ')l)Lt\/

5.
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The quasi-describing function h.as two limitations. The first
is the oi¡vious one that the input to tire noclulator night ciiffer grcatly

from a square \úave. If there is doubt, tÌrc actual response must be

evaruated. The second is that, if the plant contains an integratoï,

the quasi-describing function rviIl ahr'ays givc points of oscillation even

though none may exist. Pavliclis has clevisecl, the follorr,ing test to over-

cone this difficulty:6

"If the a:rrplitude V and frequency o of the oscillations inCicated
rf*ìby the Q.D. function arc ,smalr,,, !,/e compute the quantity 4 glll . rf v¿ -lu|

is less than this no oscil.Iations can exist.'r

It should be noted that, unlike most systems, smar.l ampli,cude

oscillations occur at a low frequency. This occurs naturally enough since
the firing time rvirr be rong if the input to the mocrulator is smalr.

6. T. Pavlidis and E.I" Jury, Op. cit.
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CIIAPTDR IV

DESIGN OF AN ADAPTIVE SYSTEI'I

Drawbacks of the irlurphy anci lt¡est System

There are certain difficulties in tl-re design of a system like

ihat of lrluryhy ancl I'.rest. Figure 6 shorvs thc block diagrar,l of the autonomous

systent. It is seen that the pulse-frequency moclulator and the plant

form an inner Ioop. This inner loop could lve1l be capable of sust,ained

oscillations. Thus the choice of the linear cornDensators is far more

difficult tiran is suggested by lfurphy anC hrest since the syste¡ requiring

compensation (the plant-moclulator conrbination) is a nonlincar orr".1

In fact,, the choice of the compensators may be virtually inpossible in

many cases.

Another disadvantage of the I'lurphy and litest syst,ern is that the

response of the system is difficult to preciict due to the nrixture of

pulses and a continuous signal at the input to the pIant. rn fact

Irlurphy ancl lVest r,rere unable to explain the instability rvhich resulted

in their systeni for one set of conditions. This difficulty could be

overconìe if a system hlere clesigned in which the input to the plant consists

entirely of pulses

A Sinoler Systen

The systeni shov¡n in Figure 7 presents a nossible solution to

the problem. An error signal (which is the difference betleen the model

1. The systen is, of course, only nonrinear if the modulator fire-s. If
any useful aclaption is to be carried out, though, the rnodulator niust
fire relatively often.
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ancl plant outputs) is passed tirrough a compensator, Ii(s), ancl the conpen-

sator outi)ut uscd to nodify the input to tile ntodulator. In this rvay, it

was hopccl to influence the Cynanics of iÌre system tolarcls the noclel

resnonse aucl, at the same tirne, by a proper choice of ä(s), ellsure

stability anci a lack of objectionable oscillations, Figure B shorvs the

autononous systen rvhich. is identical to the feedback system discussed in

Chaptcr III. Thus the nagnitudc and frequency of any oscillations in the

autononous system can be found by nearrs of the quasi-dcscribing function.

If no objectionable oscillations occur, one can expect that the systenr

v;iI1 respon<I in a relatively stable manner to an innut. To ensrrre that

tÌre transient response is suitableran exact calculation could be nacle

for any given par¿ìirìeter values, but an analog sinulation is certainly

less complicateci. Tlrus, the design proceciure used ivas as folloivs:

1. lr{aking use of the quasi-cicscribing function, II(s) and the

pararnet,ers of the nìodulator r^rere chosen so that no objectionable oscillations

would occur in the autononrorrs system.

2. The transient rcspolrse of the system l\ras obtaineci

of an analog simulation.2 If tire ïe-sponse rvas not satisfactory

change in FI(s) anci the nôdulatoï pararûeters had to be *ud".3

Actually the analog sinulation may not be required to

or reject a design since in many cases a reasonable iCea of hor,¡

systenì rt¡i11 behave can 'be obtained intuitively.

by neans

a further

accept

the

) See AppenCix A for the analog sinulat.ion of a pulse-frequency
modulator.

It can be seen that this design coulcl involve a certain anouni of
trial and error.
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A Particular Example

An adaptive control systêm was constructed for the plant

*inwhichbothKandor,r.,ereexpectedtovarybetween0.]'ands(s + olJ

10. The model transfer function was chosen to t 1 *," ¡fT . The design was

based on a unit step input.

It was desired that the systen should reach an equilibrium

position (as defined in Chapter III) for as nany operating conditions

as possible. For this reason a sigma pulse-frequency modulator was used.

In particular a neural pulse-frequency nodulator was chosen because of

its simplicity. In the preliminary part of the design, the compensator,

H(s), was set equal to unity with additional conpensation to be chosen

when the need for it arose.

It was decided that the maximum tolerable steady state error

(or average erlor if no steady state was possible) would be 0.05. In

addition, if oscillations should occur, the maximum allowable deviation

fron the average htas a further 0.05. Thus the maxi¡num possible error

in an acceptable system was 0.10.

Ittith H(s) equal to unity, an error of 0.05 appears as 0.10 at

the modulator input (See Figure 7). Thus the product, c!, was set equal

to 0.10 so that the modulator would just fire when the input was 0.10.

Since an increase in c decreases the firing time, it was decided to ¡nake

c relatively large. Since setting r to anything less than 0.02 would

be impractical in an analog simulation, c lras chosen to be 5. This

choice of c and r is somewhat arbitrary. The determination of optimtm values

would be an interesting research problem.

S- is the amplitude of the input to the nodulator. To keep the
o

error within 0.10, it was therefore necessary that So never exceed 0.20 due

to the double feedback of the error"
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to 1 + 0.3s and I'f equal to 0.1. Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the result,s

of the simulation. 0n each recording the plant paraneter values have

been writ,ten and three responses shown, the model response, the adaptive

system response and the response of the plant with only a unity feedback

loop around it (and no model). These three responses have been labelled

M,AandUrespectively.

In all cases the adaptive system response was satisfactory in

that the final error was within the five per cent specified in the design

and no objectionable oscillations ""oru.7 It is of interest to notcthat

long term observations of the response for K and o, equal to 10 and 0.1

respectively showed occasional errors equal to the maxim¡¡n allowable but

none greater. Thus the quasi-describing function gave a correct answer

in this case even though the input to the modulator differed greatly from

a square wave in that it had a d.c. component.

Due to the tachoneter feedback the system response was sornewhat

slower than the model in all cases. This problenr could be overcome by

choosing a model which is slightly faster than the desired response. l{ith

the exception of three cases (Figures 10(a), L2(a) and 12(b) this would

produce an extremely satisfactory series of responses since all the other

responses are remarkably similar considering the wide range of parameter

variations and the relatively simple adaptation used. As can be seen

fron the recordings the three unsatisfactory conditions arose when the

system was bery heavily damped.S

7. The adaptive system response in Figure 12(b) did settle at 0.95
although it had not yet reached its final value on the portion of
the recording shown.

8. Perhaps "unsatisfactory" is a little strong fo¡ the description of
these responses since the adaptive system response was a considerable
improvenent over that of the unádapted system in all three cases.
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CI'IAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The original aim of this r,rork was to devise a simple scheme to

control â system r,¡ith inaccessible parameters which vary over a wicle

range. Tire systetn designed in Chapter IV would be suitable for applications

in rvhic¡ a steady state error and possibly small sustained oscillations

are not objectionable. Obviously the method would be of no use for a

plant of unknorrrn forn" The system was designed for a unit step input

only but the nrotlification required for other inputs would not be too

great. If I'f a¡rd r hlere ma<le proportional to the input' magnitude' one

could expect a satisfactory series of responses.

The use of pulse-frequency rnodulation is most beneficial for

heavil1, clamped systems since the pulses tend to speed up the response

anci generally oscillations are not a problem. fn tlle system designed in

chapter IV the responses for the heavily damped conditions lvere unsatis-

factory because the pulse size permitted was rather smaI1. A more satis-

factory series of response could be obtained if an identification device

were introduced which identified only the relative damping of the system"

Then, if the system were heavily damped, the pulse size could be increased

by means of sor¡le switching mechanisnt.

The design proceclure is not changed by the introduction of a

higher orcler plant. It nay be clifficult, holever, to chose a suitable

II(s) in sorne cases. In fact one can visualize a situation in which

several clifferent compensators may be required, each being suitable for

sorne Tange of parameter values. Then a means would be required for
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iclentifying the plant ancl selecting the appropriate compcnsator. At this

poin-u it ¡rriglÌt be rvell to look for anotller nethod of adaptive control.

ïf one conìpensator is suitable for the whole range of para,netcr

variations expected, the system clescribecl in Chapter IV shoulcl handle any

rate of parar-reter variations since no iclentification is canie{ out;1 The

problem of nonlinear gain similar to the problen of rapiclly varying

parameters since, if the input is varying, a nonlinear gain rvill appear

to be a tine varying one. Thus the pulse-frequency motlulated system

clescribe<i in Chapter IV iras one great advantage. Due to the constant

antplitucie of the pulses, âf,y memoryless, odd nonlinearity can follorv

the ¡nodulator.

A great cleal of research needs to be done yet on pulse-frequency

rnodulate<l systeDs. One reason for the present interest in this type of

system is that space satellites necessarily are controlled by neans of

pulse-frequency modulation.2

It has been nentioned that a pulse-fTequency modulated signal

is useci by the hrman being for sensing and control. It would be of

great interest to discover how the humari syStem overcornes the difficulties

inherent in pulse-frequency r¡odulated syste¡ns. It is, of course, well

knoln that the hunan is a learning, tine-varying, nonlinear system, but

it is difficult to visualize even a learning, tine-varying, nonlinear

nrechanical system employing pulse-frequency nodulated signals which would

have neither a steady state error nor sustained oscillations.

In fact in the analog simulation, it was observed that rapid variations
of K and ürl produced no probi.ems in the transient responrè

T. Pavlidis, I'Opt,imal Control of Pulse-Frequency lrfodulated Systems", IEEETrans. Automatic control, vol PGAC-ll, no. 4, pp.676-6g4, Oci. 1966,

t.

2"
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APPENDIX Á,

AI\ALOG SII"IULATION 0F A

PULSE -F REQUENCY I\{ODULATOR

The circuit used for the sinrulation of the pulse-frequency

moclulator is shown in Figure 15.

Some explanation is requirecl of the symbol which was used to

represent a cornparator-electronic srvitch combination. Figure 14 shows

the symbol. If the algebraic sum of the voltages at the comparator

inputs is positive, then the signal at the plus (*) appears at the

output (with a reversal of sign) " If a voltage which is negative or

equal to zero appears at the comparaËor inputs, the signal at the minus

(-) input appears at the output (again with a sign reversal).

The operation is then quite straightfor.ward. Initially the

integrator has an input equal to the absolute value of the modulator

input (lxl) and a feedback factor equal to c. The output of Comparator 1

then is equal to zero until the output of the integrator, p, exceeds the

threshold, r. As soon as p exceeds r, a negative voltage (equal to the

pulse amplitude) appears at the output of Comparator 1" This voltage is

fed through a time delay (equal to the pulse width).1 Once the time deLay

has elapsed, the input to the integrator becomes zero and the feedback

fact.or 50. This in effect resets p to zero and produces a puLse at the

output of Comparator 1" The process can then repeat itseLf. Comparator

2 is required to make the polarity of the pulses correspond to that of x.

1. The time delay Ì{as accomplished by neans of a first order approximation.
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